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Complaint 78 F.T.C. 

IN THE MATTER OF 

EASTERN DETECTIVE ACADEMY, INC., ET AL. 

ORDER, OPINION, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLLEGED VIOLATION OF 

THE PEDER.AL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Doclcet 8793. Complaint, July 22, 1969-Dec-ision, June 30, 1971 

Order requiring a Washington, D.C., school offering courses of instruction as 
private and public detectives and investigators to cease misrepresenting 
that there is a great demand for its graduates, that many of its graduates 
have obtained employment at desirable wages, misrepresenting the place
ment service of the school, that the school has a shooting range, that stu
dents will receive training in the use of handguns, and placing with any 
debt collection agency any contract which has been deceptively procured. 
The order also requires that respondents' contract contain a· notice· that it 
may be cancelled by a student within seYen days, and also forbids re
spondents to deceptively induce a prospective student to sign an install
ment ·contract. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
and by ,·irtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal 
Trade Commission, haying reason to ·believe that Ea.stern Detective 
Academy,. Inc., a corporation, and Earl l\f. Leven;· individually and 
as a.ii officer of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respond
ents, have· violated the provisions of said Act, and it ·appearing to 
the Commission that a p1~oceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges 
in that respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Eastern Detective Academy, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, e-xisting and. doing business mider and by virtlte of the 
laws of the District of Columbia, with its principal office' a1id place 
of business located at 724 14th Street, NW., in Witshington, D.C. 

Respondent Earl l\I. Leven is an individual and is· an officer of the 
corporate respondent. I:Ie formulates, directs and controls -the acts 
and practices of the corporate respondent, including the acts and 
practices hereinaftlfr set forth. His address is the same· as that of the· 
corporate respondent. . · 

PAR. ~- Responclei1ts are now, and for some tirrte last" !'.>ast have 
been, erigaged in. tl~e operation o_f a school, offering a cofrrse of in
struction to those: se.eking employment as private or public detec
tiYes. investigators or agents. ' 

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and 
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for the purpose of inducing enrollment in their course of -instruc
tion, respondents engage and for some time last past have· engaged 
in the advertising of their course of instruction in newspapers of in
terstate circulation. In the further course and conduct of their busi
ness, respondents from their offices in the District of Columbia so
licit and for some time last past have solicited students by means of 
advertising brochures mailed to persons located in various other 
States of the United States; and respondents maintain, -and at all 
times mentioned herein have maintained, a substantial course of 
trade in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

PAR. 4 .. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and 
for the purpose of inducing enrollment in their co11rse of instruc
tion, the respondents have made, and are now making, numerous 
statements and representations in advertisements inserted in newspa
pers and in promotional material, of which the following are typical 
.and illustrative, but,not all inclusive thereof: · 

TRAINED UNDERCOVER 
PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS IN DEMAND 

··* * * * ** * 
Male and Female Undereovet· 

Agents in Demand Now 

* * ** * * * 
Free Job Placement Service for 
Advanced Students & Graduates 

If;* ** * * * 
Our P,lacement Service has placed several hundred persons in investigative 
\-York in just the past year. 

* ~ * ** * 
l\,JEN & WOMEN 

EXCI'l'ING BIG PAY JOBS OPEN FOR 
PRIVA'l'E ·DE'l'ECTIVES 

IF YOU ARE 
*A PERSON O~:GOOD 

CHA~ACTER
*WILLING TO 'l'AKE TRAINING 

iN YOUR. s·PARE TIME · 
* *' * * 

'l'ha:i;ik you f,or your. inquiry regarding our Training Program Leading to Pri~ 
vate Deteet\ve, Undercov~r Inv~stig:itor and. General Law Enforcement Officer. 

PAR~ 5. By· and th11011gh the use of the above quoted statements 
and •repr·esentations, and,others 6£ similar ·import a1id meanin~ but· 
not expressly set out herein, separately and in.-coimection :with· the 
oral ~taternei1ts· ai1d''representations of their employees~ the respond
•ents .have reptes'ented, aiid ·are now repres~nting,' directly or by irri,. : 
plication that: 
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1~ There is a. great demand .for graduates of respondents' course as 
detectives, investigators, undercover agents and in other similar po
sitions -and employment in such positions is available upon the com
pletion of respondents' course of instruction. 

2. Several hundred persons who attended respondents' course have 
obtained employment in investigative work within one year. 

3. Completion of respondents' course of instruction qualifies per
sons to be detectives, investigators, undercover agents, or ;for em
ployment in other similar positions at commensurate wages. 
· 4. Respondents provide a. placement service which places a signifi;. 

cant number of advance students or graduates of respondents' course 
ih positions for which they have been trained by respondents .. · 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact : 
LThere is no, significant demand :for graduates of respondents' 

course, whose training is limited to completion of their course of in
struction, as detectives,· investigators, undercover agents or in other 
similar positions and employment in such positions is not ordinarily 
available upon completion of respondents' course of instruction to 
persons with limited practical experience. 

2. In no year did several hundred persons who attended res1fond
ents' course obtain employment in investigative work or in other po
sitions for which they were trai~ed by respondents. Resporn;lents 
have neither enrolled nor graduated several luu:idred students during 
any one year. 

3. Completion of respondents' course of instruction does not qual
ify persons to be detectives, investigators, undercover agents or for 
employment in other similar positions at commensurate wages. ,Em
ployment in the aforementioned positions is conditioned upon the 
aptitude and practical experience of the individual rather than the 
training a:fforded by respondents' course of instruction and a sub
stantial number of graduates from respondents' course are unable to 
obtain positions which pay wages commensurate with those paid in
dividuals in the aforementioned positions. 

4. Respondents do not provide a placement service which places a 
significant number of advance students or graduates of respondents' 
course in positimis for which they have been trained by respondents. 

Therefore, the statements and representations as set forth in Para
graphs Four and Five hereof, and others of similar import ancl 
meaning but not expressly set out herein, were and are false, mis
leading and deceptive. 

PAR. 7. 1n the further course and conduct of their business; as 
aforesaid, and for the purpose of inducing the sale of their course of 
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instruction, respondents have made and are :how making numerous 
statements and representations· by means· of brochures and promo
tional materials and by oral statements of their employees, in which 
the respondents have represented, and are now representing directly 
or by implication that: 
· 1. Respondents· maintain'. a staff of seventeen instructors qualified 

by practical experience or: ti~aining in: the Army· Security Agency, 
District of Columbia Courts, U.S. Si1preme Court, U.S. Air Force, 
Office of -Special· Investigations, Army Count~r-Intelligence School, 
U.S. Signal Corps Radio Communications, Constabulary of Great 
Britain,· Illinois State Security Forces, Maryland Sitate Internal Se
curity Police, .Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C. 
Metropolitan Police-Detective Division, Department -of the Provost 
Marshal General, United States Army-Criminal Investigation Divi
sion, Federal' Buteau of Investigation, and Detective Bu:re-au-New 
York City Police. 

2. Students will be trained in the firing of handguns on respond
ents' shooting range and that the respondents have student training 
equipment such as polygraph instruments which the students will- be 
trained to operate throngh practical exercise. 

3. Each of the testimonial letters, which respondents display or 
enclose with their brochure, from graduates of respondents' course 
and businesses which have employed graduates of respondents' 
course are- unsolicited and unbiased testimonials as to the value of 
respondents' course. 

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact : 
L Respondents do not maintain a staff of seventeen instructors 

qualified by practical experience or training as represented.· by re
spondents. The number of instructors maintained by respondents is 
significantly less than seventeen and respondents' staff of instructors 
is not qualified by practical experience or training in all the areas 
represented by respondents. In a number of instances, instructors so 
qualified had <terminated their employment with respondents a num
ber of years prior to such representations. In other instances, the 
aforementioned representations were without foundation and there
fore false. 

2. Students are not .trained in the firing of handguns on ·a shoot
ing range and respondents do not have student training equipment 
such as .polygraph instrume11ts which the students are trained to op
erate thr,ough. practical exercise. Respondents do not operate a shoot
ing range and the only firing done by the students during the course 
of respondents' instruction, is the firing of a pistol into -an enclosed 
metal box. The only instruction the students receive on polygraph 
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instruments is in the form of a lecture at which time a rented or 
borrowed polygraph machine is brought into the classroom but is 
not made available for student use. 

:-i. In a number of instances, the testimonial letters from graduates 
of respondents' course and businesses which have employed gradu
ates of respondents' course which i·espondents displayed or enclosed 
·with their brochure, were neither unsolicited nor unbiased. In some 
1nstances, these letters were written by respondents' employees and 
in other instances respondents induced the- writing of said letters 
through bargaining. 

Therefore the statements and representations as set forth in Para
graph Seven hereof, and others of similar import and meaning but 
not expressly set out herein, we1;e and are false, misleading and de
ceiJtive. 

P.m. 9. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid busi
ness, respondents through their employees have regularly obtained 
potential students' signatures on installment payment contracts 
t.hrongh failing to disclose the nature of 'the 'instruments au~d by 
falsely representing that ·such instruments were non-binding enroll--· 
nwnt applications or that the classes were 1>aid for on a pay as you 
go basis ·and the· prospective students could cancel their eni·ollment 
at any time that they chose to do so. Thereafter, when these prospec- · 
tive students failed to attend respondents' course artd make pay-· 
ments under the contract, respondents systematically brought 1egal 
actions and obtained judgments against the prospective students or 
assigned the contracts to a collection agency· for the bri11ging of 
legal actions and the obtaining of judgments against the prospective 
students. · · · -

Therefore, such statements, representations and practices consti
tute acts and practices which were and are unfair, misleading and 
deceptiv•e. 

PAR. 10. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid bi1sfoess; and · 
at all times mentioned herein, respondents have been, and i1ow ·are, 
in substantial competition, in commerce, with corporations, firms a1id 
individuals engaged in the sale1 of courses of instruction to'those · 
seeking employment as private or public detectives, investigators or 
agents, of the same general kin:d and nttture as that sold.by- 1•es-pond
ents. 

PAR; 11. The use by respondents o·f the aforesaid false, misleading 
and deceptive statements;. representations and ·practices h~s had; and: 
no,v has, the capacity· and -tendency to mislead membei·s of the pur
chasing public into the err01ieous ai1d mistaken belie£ that said state~ 
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ments. and representations were and are true and into the purchase 
of substantial quantities of respondents' services by reason of said 
erroneous and mistaken belief. 

PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein 
alleged, were- and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public 
and of respondents' competitors and constituted, and now constitute, 
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair- and decep
tive acts and practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

Afr.. Donald L. Bachrnan and JJ/r. Edward D. Steinnian support
ing the complaint. 

Mr. Ea'rl 1ll. Leven, prose and for corporate respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION BY_ JOHN LEWIS, HEARING EXAMINER 

FEBRUARY 20, 1970 

STATEMENT· OF PROCEEDINGS 

The; Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against the 
a.hove~named respondents on July 22, 1969, charging them with en
gaging in-· unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive 
acts and practices, in commerce, in violation of Section 5 of the Fed
eral :Trade·:Oommission Act, by the use of false, misleading and de
·ceptive statements, representations and practices in connection with 
thei1;. operatimi of a school 'offeriiig a· coiuse of instruction to those 
seeking · employment as detectives, investigators or agents. ·After 
being served with said complaint, respondents -appeared without 
counsel· and· filed their· answer, denying . certain allegations of the 
cmnplaint and ·not responding to certain other allegations thereof. 

Pursum1t to notice dnly given, a prehearing confei·ence was con
vened hei;ein: on Septembei· 16, 1969, in Washington, D.C:, before the· 
undersigned hearing examiner, theretofore duly designated to act as 
hearing examiner-in this·proceeding. At said conference •respondents 
were- advised· by the hearing exfl,miner that, imder the Commission's 
Rules of Practice (Section 3.12'(b) (ii)), their failure to answer a 
numbe·r of the allegations -of the complaint constituted an admission 
thereof. Si11ce· respondents: indicated• that they were. 1iot aware of 
this·in filing'their answer, they were permitted to orally amend their 
answer by responding to those 0allegations to which they had pre- . 
viously made no response and hy modifying their· answers to certain 
ot1iet alleg~tio11s. In accordance with t.he exaininer's ·order schedul
jng said prehearing conference, complaint counsel supplied to re-
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spondents (a) a list of their potential witnesses, together with a gen-· 
eral statement of' the nature of the expected testimony of s11ch 
witnesses, and (b) a list of their proposed documentary exhibits, to
gether with copies thereof. A number of the· exhibits proposed to be 
offered in evidence by complaint counsel were marked for identifica
tion and the respondent agreed that certain of them were genuine· 
and authentic. Respondents were advised by the examinerthat at the
hearings to be held herein; they would be permitted to cross-examine
witnesses called by counsel supporting the complaint, and to call 
witnesses in their own behalt. By agreement of the parties, the tran
script of the prehearing conference was made a part of the public
record in this proceeding, and the results thereof were embodied· in a 
prehearing order of the exainfoer dated October 7, 1969. 

Hearings. for .the rec.eption of ~estimony .and .other evidence were 
held in' Washington, D.C., from. October 16 to October 23, 1969. At 
said hearings, testimony and other evidence were received in support. 
of, and in opposition to, the allegations of the complaint, such evi
dence being duly recorded ·and filed in the office of the Commission. 
All parties appeared at the hearings and were afforded full opportu
nity to be heard~ and to examine and cross-examine witnesses. At the
close of all the evidence, the parties were given an opportunity to 
file proposed findings o:f fact, conchisions of law and an order, on :or 
before November 24, 1969:. On motion of counsel supporting com- · 
plaint, and without objection by respondents, the time for filing pro
posed findings was extended until December 29, 1969. Proposedfi.nd
ings as to the facts, conclusions of law and an order were filed by 
counsel supporting complaint, on December 29, 1969. 

Although no proposed findings were filed by respondents, they re
quested the examiner, by letter dated January 26, 1970, to. dismiss 
the complaint in this proceeding for the reason that they were not 
represented by counsel herein due to financial inability. Said request, 
which was treated as a motion, was denied by order of. the examiner 
dated January 29, 1970. However, respondents were. advised in said 
order that they could submit a new application, on or before Febru
ary 9, 1970, requesting the assignment of counsel, together with ap.:.. 
propriate facts and documents to support their claim of financial in
ability to retain counsel. No. such application was submitted ··by 
respondents. However, respondents thereafter requested an extension 
of time to file proposed findings. Such request· was denied by order
of the examiner dated.February 17, 1970. 

After having carefully. reviewed the evidence in this proceeding 
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.and ithe proposed.· findings and conclusions,1 and· based on the· entire 
recGr:d, including his observation o:f the , witnesses, the · undersigned 
makes the following: 

FINDiNGS OF FACT 2 

I. The Resp6ndents 

A. Identity and Business 

1. Ea.stern Detective Academy, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
-exis~ing and doing business under and by virtue o:f the laws o:f the 
Dist1·ict o:f Columbia, with its principal office and place of business· 
located at 724 14th Street, NW., in Washington, D.C. Respondent 
Earl M. Leven is an individual and is an officer of the corporate re
:spondent. He formulates, directs and controls the acts and practices 
of the corporate respondent, including the acts and practices herein
:after set forth. His business address. is the same as that of the corpo
rate respondent (Admitted, PHO, par. l; Tr. 4; CX 111-A, I). 

2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past have been, 
engaged in the operation of a school, offering a course of iilstruction 
to those seeking employment as private or public detectives, investi
gators or 1agents (Admitted, in part, PHO, par. 2; CX 1, 2, 4, 6-8, 
10-]3, 11-15, 3D, 42-73, 221-226, 229-233, 235-244, 247, 248) .3 

B. 0 onimerce 

3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and for 
·the purpose of inducing enrollment in their course of instruction, re-

1 Proposed findings not herein adopted, either in the form proposed or in substance, 
,are rejected as not supported by the evidence or as in.volving immaterial matters. 

2 References are hereinafter made to certain portions of the record, in support of par-
ticular findings. Such references are to the principal portions of the record relied upon 

-by tl1e examiner, but are not intended as an exhaustive compendium of the portions of 
the record reviewed and relied upon by him. Although no proposed findings were sub
:mltted by respondents, the examiner has not relied solely on the proposed findings sub
mitted by counsel supporting the complaint in ma.king factual findings herein, but has 
made his own, independent review of the testimony and other evidence in the record. 

·The following abbreviations are used in referring to the record : "Tr." (for the tran• 
script of testimony), "CX" (for complaint counsel's exhibits), "RX" (for respondents' 

--exhibits), and "PHO" (for the examiner's prehearing order). 
s Respondents contended at the prehearing conference that their course of instruction 

·was not ofl'ered to those seeking employment as "public" detectives, but was limited to 
those seeking. employment as "private" detectives (Tr. 7-9). While many of respond• 

--ents' advertisements refer to their course of instruction as being offered for ''private 
detective training," a number do not use the qualifying adjective "private" and refer to 
their training course as being in "Civil and Criminal Investigations" (emphasis sup
plied) or as involving "Complete Detective Training;'' and Its list of courses include a 
number in the field of criminal offenses, such as are normally investigated by public 

-detectives or policemen (CX 6, 39, 42-73, 223-226, 241-244, 247, 248). 
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spondents engage,, and for some time last past have regularly, en
gaged, in advertising their ·course of instruction 'in (a) :newspapers 
published in the District of Columbia and distributed 'throughout 
the metropolitan area thereof, including portions of the States of 
Maryland and Virginia, (b) in the yellow pages of the telephone 
directory distributed in the metropolitan area of the District of Co
lumbia, including portions of the States oi ]Yfaryland and Virginia, 
and, ( 9) in transit buses .operating in the District of Col_umbia and 
adjacent areas of the States of Maryland and Virginia. In the fur
ther course and conduct of their business respondents, from their
offices in the District of Columbia, regularly solicit, and. for some 
time last past have solicited, students by means of advertising bro
chures mailed to persons located in various other . St3:tes of the 
United· States, and by means 0£ sales representatives who visit 
prospective students in their homes in various other States of the 
United States. The volume o~ respondents' advertising and solici-:
tation, of students through interstate media and by • vehicles and 
individuals traveling aGross state lines has been, and now is, substan
tial. (Admitted, in part, PHO, par. 3; Tr. 10-17, 19~, 202~222, 
224, 227-242, 281, ,334-349, 439--445, 514-517, 527-528, 567.-568, 
590-592, 603; ex 1, 2, 4-8, 10-15, 216-248, 250-252) .4 

C. 0 ompet-ition 

4. In the conrse and conduct of their business, and since at least 
.July 1967, respondents have been, and now are in substantial ~ompe
tition, in commerce, with other corporations, firms or individuals en
gaged in the sale. of courses of instruction to those seeking employ
ment as private or p1iblic · detectives, investigators or agents, o_f the 
same general kind and nature as that sold by respondents. (Tr.: 512, 
510). 

II. The Alleged Illegal Practices 

A. The Challenged Advertising 

5. Th~ charges in the complaint are based primarily on the :'mak
ing by respondents of certain allegedly false, misleading and (focep
tive statements and representations, concerning the nature and,bene
fits _of their course of instruction, in newspaper advertisem_ents, 

4 At the prehearing conference respondents admitted the insertion of advertisem~nts in 
newspapers and the mailing of brochures to students, but contended that the volume 
Involved was not substantial err. 11). As the above record references establish, respond
ents placed a substantial number of advertisements in the Washington Post and/or 
Washington Daily News between 1966 and 1969, and contracted for the insertion of 
over 1,000 display cards in D.C. transit buses in 1967 and 1968. 
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transit bus d_isplays and· brochures distributed to prospective .stu
de11ts. Respo1idents do not ,dispute the fact that they made the chal
lenged_. statements in advertising, but ·contend. that certain of the 
statements were discontinued or· modified at various times prior to 
the· issuance of· the complaint herein. They also deny that such. state
'ments were -false and deceptive. 

6. Typical of the statements made by respondents in newspaper 
advertisements, transit bus displays and promotional material, for 
the .purpose o~ inducing enrollment in their course of instruction, 
are t,1e following : 

A. TRAINED UNPJJJRCOVER PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS IN DEMAND 
B. J.\fale and Female Undercoyer Agents in Demand Now 
C. Free Job Placement Service for Advanced Students & Graduates 
D. Our Placem~nt Service has placed several imndred personsin investiga

·tive work in just the past'year. 
E. MEN & WOMEN- EXCITING BIG PAY ,JOBS OPEN FOR PRIVATE 

DETECTIVES IF YOU ARE A PERSON OF GOOD CHARA01.'ER WILLING 
1.'0 TAKE TRAININ_G IN ~OUR SPARE 1.'IME 

F. Thank you for your in<1uiry regarding. our Training Program Leading to 
Private Detective, Undercover Investigator and General Law Enforcement Of-
ficP-r. · 

7. As noted above, respondents concede the making of the above
quoted statements, but contend that certain of them were discontin
ued prior to the issu~rice of the complaint, 1,iz., that statements "A" 
and· "B" were discontinued approximately two years ago, statement 
"D" was discontinued three or four years ago, and statement "E" 
was discontinued t:,vo or three years ago, and that the reference in 
statement "F" to "Undercover Investigator" was discontinued a.bout 
three.years ago (PHO, par. 4; Tr~ 23-,-25). No affirmative evidence 
was off~red by respondents to establish when thei use of the state
ments in question was discontinued. However, the evidence offered 
by counsel supporting complaint establishes that statement "A? ·was 
st.ill being used in newspaper advertisements in late 1D68 and \=~n.r]y 
1969 (CX 239,240). Staten:i,ent "B," which is substa.nti-ally similar to 
statement "A," rtp1ieared ·in nm:vspaper advertisements at least as late 
as September 1967 (CX 223), and ·an identical statement -appeared 
in display card advertising in ·n.C. Transit buses until at least mid-
1968 (CX 1; Tr. 345, 342). Statement "D" was used frequently in 
newspaper advertisements chtring 1966 and 1967 (CX 7-8, 11, 14, 
221-222, 229-237). A similar statement, in which the earlier refer
ence to the number of students place-cl (i.e., "several hundred") ,vas 
deleted, but in w41ch respondents stated that "many of our gra.chl
ates were placed in interesting, well-paying positions/' appeared in 
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newspaper advertisements .in late· 1968 and early 1969 · (CX 
239-240). Statement "E" was in use .at least during 1961 and 1968 
in display card advertising in D.n Transit buses, and in cards dis
tributed to prospective students in their homes {Tr~ 281, 344, 514; 
CX 2-A, 10.,...B).. As late as• March and April 1969, respondents 
were advertising "Detective Training * * * for good paying jobs"
(ex 224-226). 

B. The Representations 

8. The complaint alleges (1Par. Five) that through the 1.1se of state
ments in advertisements such as those set forth above, and through 
oral statements made by their employees, respondents have repre
sented and are now representing, directly or by implication, that: 

A. There- is a great demand for graduates of respondents' course 
as detectives, investigators, undercover agents and in other similar 
positions, and employment in such positions is available upon the 
completion of respondents' course of instruction. 

B. Several hundred persons who attended respondents' course 
have obtained employment in investigative work within one year. 

C. Completion of respondents' course of instruction qualifies per
sons to be detectives, investigators, undercover agents, or for em
ployment in other similar positions at commensurate wages. 

D. Respondents provide a placement service which places a signif
icant number of advance students or graduates of respondents' 
course in positions for which they have been trained by respondents. 

9. Respondents admit making the representations set forth in sub
paragraphs A and B above, but contend they were discontinued, in 
line with their assertion that statements A, B, D and E, set forth in 
Paragraph 6 aibove, were discontinued (PHO, par. 5; Tr. 30). How
PYer, as heretofore noted, no affirmative evidence as to the discontin
uance of such statements was offered by respondents. Moreover, as 
above found, the evidence affirmatively discloses that such statements 
or substantially similar statements were made at least between 1967 
and 1969. Respondents' denial as to having made the representation 
set forth in subparagraph C above, is based on the alleged lack of 
clarity in the phrase "similar positions at commensurate wages" (Tr. 
32-33). However, the examiner finds no lack of clarity in the 
phr:1se in question. The ,vords "similar positions" obviously refer to 
positions which are similar to "detective, investigator [and] under
-cover agents," and the words "commensurate wages clearly refer to 
wages which are commensurate with those paid to detectives, investi
gators, and undercover agents. Respondents denial as to subpara-
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graph D above, is based on the alleged lack of clarity in the phrase 
"significant number" (Tr. 40). The phrase obviously means respond
ents have·represented that the·number of students placed by them is 
of an order c&magnitude which would be considered as substantial. 
From the ·statement made by respondents in their advertisements 
that they have plaeed "many of our graduates," and that they had 
placed "several hundred persons * * *. in just the last year," is clear 
that they have made the representation alleged in subparagraph D 
above. Moreover,· in addition to the above-quoted statements in ad
vertisements, respondents' sales representatives (including repond
ent Leven him.self) informed prospective students that respondents 
provided a placem.ent service and •had placed many students and 
graduates in well-paying positions (Tr. 311, 597, 602, 785, 847, 864, 
879, 898). It is, accordingly, concluded and found that, by means of 

1statemei1ts in it,he advertisements quoted in Paragraph 6 above, and 
-those of similar import, and through oral statements and representa
tions of their employees, respondents have made the representations 
set forth in Paragraph 8 above and have continued to make such 
representations until at least early 1969. 

10. In addition to the representations set forth in Paragraph 8 
above, the complaint (Par. Seven) alleges that respondents have 
made certain other representations to prospective students in bro
chures and promotional material and by oral statements of their em
ployees, as follows : 

A. Respondents maintain a staff of seventeen instructors· qualified 
by practical experience or training in the Army Security Agency, 
District of Columbia Courts, U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Air Force, 
Office of Special Investigations, U.S. Army Counter-Intelligence 
School, U.S. Signal Corps Radio Communications, Constabulary of 
Great Britain; Illinois State Security Forces, Maryland State Inter
nal Security Police, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washing
ton, D.C. Metropolitan Police-Detective Division, Department of the 
Provost Marshal General, United States Army-Criminal Investiga
tion Division, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Detective 
Bureau~New York City Police.· 

B. Students will be trained in the firing of handguns on respond
. _ents' shooting range, and that the respondents have student training 
equipment such as polygraph instruments which the students will be 
trained to operate through practical exercise. 

C. Each of. the testimonial letters, which respondents display or 
enclose with their brochure, from graduates of respondents' course 
and businesses which have employed graduates of respondents,. 
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course -- are unsolicited and.· unbiased -testimonials as to _the· value .o:f 
respondents' course. 

-11. Respondents concede the making ·of the statement- set- forth in 
.subparagraph A above, but contend that it'was discontinued around 
March 1969, _when they -tevised·the brochure in which it appeared 
(PHO, par. 7; .Tr. 46-47; CX 107-A). Respondents also concede 
having made the representation set forth in subparagraph B above, 
except for the portion thereof alleging that -they would provide 
})ractical training to students oh the polygraph -instrument (Tr. 
50-:-52). The record establishes that in their advertising and promo
tional material respondents made specific reference to •the "Lie De
tector" as being included in the "training" which they provided 
(CX 2r--A, 10-B, 247-248).· Respondents snggested, during the 
·course of the hearing, that prospective students should have under
stood their training on the polygraph .or lie detector would be lim
ited to a. demonstration on how it operated. and would not include 
practical training in its operation, since it takes many months of 
training to learn to operate the instrument and students cannot be 
taught to operate it during the course of the two-hour lecture as
signed to the topic. The trouble with respondents' position is that it 
nssumes a degree of sophistication in what is entailed in lie-detector 
training which the average student does not possess. Most of the stu
dents had no idea until after they were registered that training on 
the polygraph was limited to a two-hour lecture. From the state
ments made in respondents' advertising that they would receive 
"training" on the "Lie Detector" and from oral statements of re
spondents' sales representatives most students were under the im
pression that they would receive practical training in how to operate 
the polygraph (Tr. 302, 312, 484, 491, 842, 849).5 While respondents 
denied having made the representation set forth in subparagraph C 
above, there is no dispute that the brochures and promotional mate
rial shown to prospective students included testimonial letters from 
graduates and from businesses which employed graduates of re-

5 Several witnesses called by respondents testified either that they were not told they 
would be taught how to operate the polygraph instrument, or that respondents' repre
sentative told them the course would be a "cursory" one in which they would merely 
obse·rve how the instrument operated (Tr. 1057, 947, 965, 992, 1022-23). The testimony 
of these witnesses is of little probative value Insofar as contradicting the testimony of 
otlwr witnesses to whom contrary oral representations were made. Moreover, it is of no 
value insofar as contradicting the express representation made in respondents' advertise
ments that students would receive training on the lie detector. Where the impression 
created by an advertisement is deceptive, the fact that an oral explanation ls later given 
does not cure the initial deception. Federal Trade Ooniniission v. Garter Products, Inc., 
186 F. 2d 821 (7th Cir. 1951). 
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;Sp01.1dents' ..course (ex .23~38; Tr. 426, 528, 532, 766, 768, 850, 880, 
898 ), Whether; it was affirmatively represented to prospective stu
dents or 1iot, it is clear that in the context in which- the'letters were 
exhibited to such persons, for the,purpose of inducing them to enroll 
in respondents' school, they had every right to infer, and there is af
firmative evidence that they did infer, that' such letters were unsoli
•cit~d . and unbiased testimonials as to the value of ·respondents' 
cou:r·se (Tr. 768, 850, 881). It is, accordingly, concluded· and found 
that respondents have made and, until at least recently, have c~ntin
ued: to make the statenients and representations set fo1th in Para-
grar>h 10 above. 

12: r1ie complaint further alleges that, in the course and conduct 
-of th~.ir business, respondents have regularly obtained potential stu-
dents'· signatures on i1istallment contracts through failing to disclose 
·the· nature of the instruments, and by representing that such instru
ments were non-hinding enrollment applications, or that the classes 
were payable on a pay-as-you-go basis and prospective students 
-cou]d cancel their enrollment at any time (eompl., par. Nine). Re
spondents denied such allegation (Ans., par. Nine), but conceded 
that thei·e may have been salesmen who, without authorization, mis
represented the nature of the obligation assumed by students (Tr. 
G6-67). The record establishes that prospective students were re
quested to sign a form entitled "Enrollment for Private Detective 
Training" (ex 105). A large proportion of the prospective students 
solicited by respondents' sales representatives were Negroes, many 
with limited educational backgrounds. Most of the students who tes
tifi<.~d in this proceeding did not understand that they were signing a 
binding contract, but thought that it was a mere enrollment form 
under which they would not be obligated to make further payment 
if they decided to discontinue the course. Respondents' sales repre
sentatives did not inform them as to the nature of the documents 
they were signing and, in a number of instances when the stude11ts 
made inquiry, they were informed that they would not be obligated 
i:f they decided to discontinue the course (Tr. 310-311, 454-455, 
574, 595, 770, 791, 819, 832, 852-853, 885, 899, 916). Given the type 
of student solicited by respondents, the ambiguous nature of_ the so
called enrollment form ·exhibited to them, and the faihire by re
spondents' sales representatives to clearly reveal the nature of the 
jnstrument which the students were required to sign, as well as the 
affirmative statements made by some of respondents' sales represent
atives, it is concluded and found that respondents have regularly ob
tained signatures on installment payment contracts through failing 
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to disclose· the nature of the instruments, and by repres.enting that 
such instruments were non-birtding enrollment applications or that 
classes could be paid :foi- on a pay-as-you-go basis and students could 
cancel their-e11rollment at any time if they chose to do so. 

C. Alleged Falsity of Representations 

a. Dema1id for, and Qualifications for E11iployment of, Respond-
ents' · Graduates 

13. ·The complaint contains two separate but related allegations 
regarding the falsity of respondents' representations concerning the 
opportunities for employment of respondents' graduates, viz.., (1) 
that thereis no significant demand for such graduates, and that em
ployment as detectives, undercover agents or in similar positions is 
not available to them upon completion of respondents' course of in
struction, and (2) completion of respondents' course of instruction 
does not qualify persons to be detectives, investigators, undercover· 
agents or for employment in other similar positions at commens1:1rate· 
wages, since employment in such positions is conditioned upon the 
aptittJde and practical experience of the individual, rather than the 
training afforded by respondents' course of instruction, and that a 
substantial number of respondents' graduates are unable to obtain 
employment in po_sitions which pay wages commensurate with those 
paid individuals in the aforementioned positions ( Com pl., par. Six, 
subpar. 1 and ;1). Respondents deny such allegations ( Ans., par. Six; 
PHO, par. 6). The evidence of record substantially supports the al
legations of the complaint, as more fully found below. 

14. To a major extent, respondents' course of instruction consists. 
of courses which are related primarily to the field of criminal :inves
tigation and the work of public detectives and policemen (Tr. 
748-749, 718). It includes such courses as Common Criminal Offen
ses, Homicide, Homicide Investigations, Restraint Techniques, Police 
Photography, Police Communications, Safe and Loft Burglary, Nar
cotics, J\,: "ulage and Casting, and ,veapons (CX 39-73). Most of 
the course .._11aterial was prepared by persons with a background in 
criminal law, either civilian or military (Tr. 253-262). A number 
of its instructors are actual or former municipal policemen or detec
tives, or military officers working in the field of criminal investiga
tion (CX 111 A-E: Tr. 361-364, 801, 953). Respondents make a 
calculated effort to cor1duct their school in such a manner as to simu
late that of an institution for public detectives or policemen. Its of
ficers- and employees are given such titles as Superintendent, Cap-
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tain, Lieutenant, and Sergeant. Employees working in the office 
wear uniforms and badges, simulating those of policemen. Students 
and graduates receive badges (CX 111 A-F, 202 A; Tr. 303, 
563-566, 1030). In some of the display material shown to students 
and prospective students, respondents simulate scenes which are 
characteristic of those involved in the work of policemen and public 
detectives ( CX 16-22).6 

15. For the most part, private detectives and investigators in 
,vashington, D.C., and the surrounding area, where most of re
spondents' students ,vonld normally seek ·employment, do not per
form duties where training in criminal-type investigations would be 
of value. Most of their work involves such routine duties as investi
gations of credit, employment applicants, or personal injury claims, 
conducting of opinion surveys, acting as store detectives or guards, 
and similar work (Tr. 707-708, 627, 690). In large part, the train
ing provided in respondents' course would be of little value in the 
performance of such work. For example, a knowledge of restraint 
techniques and weapons would' be of value only for those persons 
,vho are employed as store detectives or guards. A knowledge of the 
various criminal law subjects would be of value only in the rela
tively :few cases where a private detective is called in after the police 
have been unable to solve a crime or where, for reasons of desired 
confidentiality, a particular client does not wish to involve the po
lice. Persons who are employed to perform such investigations are 
generally individuals with prior law enforcement experience, such as 
with ·the FBI or as public detectives (Tr. 621-623, 687-690, 
707-711, 748-752). 

rn. The credible and uncontradicted testimony of a number of op
erators or supervisory officials of private detective agencies estab
lishes that persons taking respondents' course would· have limited 
opportunities for employment as private detectives, investigators, 
1mdercover agents 01; in other similar positions at commensurate 
wages since, (a) i·espondents' course of instruction is geared largely 
to the type of work performed by p1iblic detectives and is inade-

6 Respondent Leven testified that such display material (cons~sting of photographs) 
was just a "glamour advertising type" which was intended to "dress. up" the sales kit 
of his salesmen; but that it did· ilo.t reflect· the actual training given in the course· (Tr. 
358,-359). However",many of ·the students to:whom .such material had been exhibited 
were under the impression that. it reflected the type of detective work for which they 
would be trained (Tr. 767, 786, 897, 911-912). Many of them had the impression that 
they would. be trained for glamorous-type detective work, such as that exemplified in 
television programs like "I Spy," featuring Bill Cosby. (Tr. 470). Several. sales repre
sentativ,es testified that they used the photographs as reflecting the type of training stu
denti:;, woulci' receive (Tr, 443-444, 590~591). 
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quate to prepate persons for employment as private detectives, in
vestigators or similar positions; (b) the grad1rntes of schools such as 
respondents, who have had no practical experience, would have.lim
ited employability, and then largely in low-paying jobs such as 
conducting· credit or pre.;employment investigations, or· as trainees; 
(c) graduates of respondents' school, in particular, Wffi1ld not q1ial
ify for employment in better-paying positions as private detectives 
and undercover agents because many of them are of limited educa
tional and intellectual background; and (d) to the extent a limited 
number of graduates of respondents' school would be considered for
employment, it ·would generally he in such low-paying positioi':1s as 
store detectives or gua:rds, or in conducting routine· credit ind 'pre
employment investigations (Tr. 621-630, 634--636, 66F663, 
665-666, 689-694, 704--707, 712,---725, 747-752). The testimony of 
these witnesses concerning the lack of employability· of respondents'· 
graduates in the better-paying detective positions is corroborated· by 
the evidence as to the actual employment experience of such gritdu
ates. As will.be hereafter more· fully discussed, the record establishes 
that respondents-were able to place only a handful of their grridu
ates, and· then ·generally iii the ]ow-paying positions of guards and 
store detectives, for which a course of instruction such as i•espond
ents' is unnecessary. 

b. Placement of Respondents' Graduates 

17. The complaint contains two separate but related allegations 
concerning the falsity of respondents' representations concerning the 
placement of its graduates, 1Jiz., (a) that in no year did. several 
hundred persons· who attended respondents' course obtain employ
ment in investigative work or in other positions for which they were 
trained; and (b) that respondents do not provide a placemenbserv
ice which places a sigpificant number of advanced students or gradu
ates in positions for which they have been trained by respondents: 
( Com pl., par. Six 2, 4). Respondents deny such allegations ( Ans., 
par. Six; PHO, par. 6). The allegations of the complaint are amply 
supported by the record. 

18. Although advertising ~hat its "Placement Service has pfacecl 
severalhundred persons in investigative work in just the past year,'' 
which was_ later . modified to .read "many ·of our graduates· were 
placed ininteresting, well"'.paying positions," ai1d many of its.·stu
dents were assured by its sales representatives that they wouM·'·ob
tain employment :upon· :iraduation from the course, (see par. 6-9. 
supra), the record establishes that respondents, (a) had no organized 
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placement service; (b) never placed several hundred persons in in
vestigative work during· any one year; and ( c) never placed any 
substantial nUJ11ber of persons in positioi1s for which they purport
edly were being trained.· Respondents' placement service consisted of 
occasionally tacking a slip of paper on a bulletin board in the 
school, noting possible employment openings. No record of ·employ
ment openings was .maintained, and no particular employee was re
sponsible for• handling requests for employment ·(Tr. 292; 353.:...354, 
424, 565, 859-860}. For the most part, such openings as were spo
radically posted were ·for ]ow:.paying positions as guards and store 
detectives, for which positions respondent Leven conceded no train
ing in t_he school was necessary (Tr. 547, 355-357, 858-860, 1043) . 
Respondent Deven conceded that his organization had not placed 200 
students in recent years a1id had no recollection when. it had ever 
placed such a number of students (Tr. 285, 287-288). The credible 
evidence establishes that 'the total number of students enrolled in re
spondents' course in any one year never exceeded 200, of which only 
a fraction graduated, and -- that the ·maximum nuniber of persons 
placed 'in any positions by rnsponclents did -not exceed 10 or 15 a 
year (Tr. 519~523, 418-419) .7 

-

c. Resp~ndents' Staff of l·nstnwtors · 

19. As previously found, respondents have represented that they 
maintain a staff of 17 . instructors who W{jre qualified by practical ex -
perience and; training in the following organizations : 

Army Security Agency, District of ·Columbia Courts, U.S. Supreme Court, 
U.S. Air Force, Office of Special Investigations, U.S. Army Counter-Intelligence 
School, U.S. Signal Corps Radio Communications, Constabulary of Great Brit
ain, Illinois State Security Forces, Maryland State Internal Security Police, 
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police-De
tective Division, Department of the Prov_ost Marshal General, United States 
Army-Criminal Investigation Division, Federai Bureau of Investigation, ancl 
Detective Bureau-New York City Police. 

The complaint alleges that respondents do not maintain a staff of 17 
instructors quali-fied by practical experience or training, as repre
sented by them, and that the· number of Instructors is significantly 
less th~n 17. Further,' that such instructors are not qualified by 
~rainitig or practical experience in the areas represe:nted by respond
~nts (Com pl., par. Eight_ i). Respondents ~llege in the1r ~nswer that 

7 Accorcling to. responde~tLeven's own .testlniony, only 10% of the school's graduates 
;ought. ass'ist!).nce, i_n .obtaining employment - ('fr.. 960) ., _Since .the number' of graduates 
.vas considerably less than· 200, it is clear th;it even, if every graduate_ was pla~ed by 
:espondelits' the number ·would riot apijroacb 200; .- -
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they did "at a prior date" maintain a staff of 17 instructors, but that 
they "inadvertently overlooked'' changing the wording in their ad
vertisements when their staff "waned" ( Ans., par. Eight). As pre
viously ,found (par. 11, supra), respondents continued to use 
advertisements containing such language until at least six months 
prior to the commencement of hearings herein. 

20. The record establishes that during the period January 1, 1965, 
to Febrirnry 1967, the maximum number of instructors employed by 
respondents was 11 (OX 111 A-0, 112-A). Thereafter, the number 
of instructors declined so that during the balance of 1967 and dur
ing 1968 and 1969 the number of instructors ranged- from four to 
nine, with the average number teaching ait any one time generally being 
three or four. Even du:ring the period when the maximum number 
of teachers was employed at respondents· school, there were no 
teachers who possessed practical experience ur training in ,certain of 
the areas repr·esented by respondents, · inchding Army Security 
Agency, Constabulary of Great Britain, New York City Police De
partment and Office of Special Investigations. ,vhen the number of 
instructors declined after 1967, the remaining instructors lacked 
qualifications and training in a number ofother areas referred to by 
respondents in their advertising. ,vith respect to certain of the orga
nizations in which respondents' instructors were represented as hav
ing practical training and experience, includi~~ specifically Illinois 
State Security Forces and Maryland State Internal Security -Police, · 
the only qualified individual was respondent Leven, who during var
ious periods between 1967 and 1969 did not perform actual teaching 
duties at the school (Tr. 315, 360-364, 367, ·373, 410, 461, 485, 504, 
507, 529-531;_ 539, 800, 953-954, 263; OX 202, 111 A-C). 

cl. Training in Firing Handguns and Use of Polygmpli Equipment 

21. The complaint alleges that respondents' representations con
cerning the training they aff~rded to students in the firing of hand
guns and the use_ of equipment, such as the polygraph instrument, is. 
false since (a) respondents do not operate a ·shooting range ~nd .the 
only firing_ done by students is the firing of a pistol into an enclosed 
metalbox; and (b) the only instruction which .students received on 
the polygraph instrument is in the form of a lecture at which the 
polygraph i11strument is brought into the classroom, but is not made 
available for student use (Compl., par. 'Eight 2). Respondents deny 
such allegations ( Ans., par. Eight 2). In. the main, the record sup
ports the ·allegations of the complaint concerning the limited train
ing a:fforded in the firing of handguns, a11d fully supports the alle-
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gations thereof concerning the lack of training on the polygraph 
instrument. 

22. The record establishes that a number of respondents' students· 
recei-,;red some oral instruction in the use of handguns, but received 
no practical training in the firing thereof. In a·number of other in
stances ivhere practical training was afforded, it was· of an extremely 
limited nature, sometimes involving a single opportunity to fire -a 
few plastic bullets at a stationary target on a limited-distance firing 
range (Tr. 314, 318, 374, 382, 409, 485, 561). According to the credi
ble testimony -of several expert witnesses called by complaint coun
sel, the limited training afforded by respondents is inadequate to 
qualify students in the actual use of handguns (Tr. 68~686, 
317-319). _ _ . _ •,· - , . 

23. The record establishes that a number of respond1;mts' students 
received no instruction whatsoever on the _polygraph -insfrument. -
Where such instruction was afforded, it was limited to a portion. of a , 
two-hour lecture in Interrogations and involved a demonstration :by· 
the instructor as to how the polygraph instrument operated. Qn oc7 

casion, one of the students would act as a "guinea pjg,"withthei11~_ 
strnctor putting him through a lie detector test. However, the stu-
clents received no practical training in the actual operation of the' 
polygraph instrument. The type of instruction afforded the stu,dents · 
was characterized by one of the instructors as being of the "infor
mation" or "entertainment" type generally given to club membe1·s at 
a luncheon or dinner meeting. The credible testimony establishes 
that such training is inadequate to prepare students in the operati011 -
of the polygraph instrument (Tr. 312-313, 384,. 406, 484, 491-492, 
561-562,612-616,856). 

e. Use of Testimonial Letters 

24. As heretofore found, respondents have displayed testimonial 
letters to prospective students, which the latter inferred or under
stood were unsolicited and unbiased testimonials as to the value of 
respondents' course (par. 11, supra). The complaint alleges that, in a 
number of instances, the testimonial letters were neither unsolicited 
nor unbiased, but that the senders thereof were induced by respond
ents to write such letters and, in some instances, the letters were ac
tually written by respondents ( Com pl., par. Eight 3). This allega
tion of the complaint is amply supported by the record. According to 
the admission of respondent Leven, and the credible testimony of 
one of respondents' former supervisory employees, a number of for
nier students and some business firms employing respondents' gradu
ates were asked to write testimonial letters to the school, and in 

470-536-73-!}2 
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some instances, the letters were actually composed and written by re
spondents (Tr. 350-352, 532-534). The evidence further establishes 
that a number of prospective students were induced to attend re
spondents' school after bejng shown such testimonial letters, since 
they were of the yjew that if other gradutes were .satisfied with the 
school and had been able to obtain investigative positions at good 
salaries, they too could do so (Tr. 768,850, 880-881, 896,899). 

f. Failure to Disclose Natiire of Instrument Signed by Students, 
and Enforcement The1reof 

25. As heretofore forind, respondents regularly obtained potential 
students' signatures on installment contracts. Such contracts were 
designated "Enrollment for Private Detective Training." The record 
also establishes that prospective students were not informed that 
such forms were actually installment payment contracts and that, in 
some instances, respondents' sales representatives informed propec
tive students they ,vonld not be bound by the contracts if they de
cided not to take, or to discontinue, respondents' course. J\fost stu
dents were not aware that they v,rcre signing a binding contract, and 
were under the impression that the only penalty they would sustain 
by failing to take or continue the course was the loss of any deposit 
or installments which they had paid (par. 12, 81-1,7n·a). In the actual 
fact, when students who had signed the so-called enrollment form 
failed to attend class and continue installment payments, respond
ents undertook to enforce payment. It did this, initially, by inform
ing students of their legal obligation, and theraftcr by turning the 
matter over to a collection agency which sent a series of so-called 
dunning letters to the students. 1Vhen payment was not forthcoming 
after such efforts, suits on the enrollment contracts were brought in 
the courts of the District of Columbia and judgments ·were obtained. 
,vhen such judgments ,vere not paid, or a settlement made, garnish
ments of the students' salaries were obtained (CX 212-214; Tr. 3S8, 
774,822,838,857,8DO,D05). 

D. Effect of Practices 

26. It jg concluded and found, from the record as a whole, that 
the use of respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading and decep
tive statements, representations and practices had the capacity and 
tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public into the en·o
neous and mistaken belief that said .statements and representations 
were true, and into the purchase of substantial quantities of re
spondents' services by reason of said erroneous· and mistaken belief. 
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E. Alleged Discontinuance 

27. Respondent$ contended at the pre-hearing conference that cer-
tain, but not al1, of the representations made by them in advertising· 
and by other means had been discontinued at various periods of" 
from two to four years prior to the inception of this proceeding. As 
heretofore noted, despite some· modifications respondents continued 
to make use of most of the advertisements until at least early 1969. 
Moreover, respondents continued to maintain, and still maintain, 
their basic method of operation without major change. They still 
seek to induce students to take a course of instruction to bec.ome pri
vate detectives at high-paying salaries. J\fany of such students lack 
the basic educational qualifications and aptitude to take such a 
course. Moreover, the course of instruction itself is not calculated to 
prepare such students for detective positions of the type which they 
have been led to believe they can obtain by taking such course. The 
best most of them could ·achieve if they completed respondents' 
course of instruction would be employment as store detectives and 
guards, in which their compensation would not be much of an im
provement, if any, over their former earnings, and for which posi
tions a course such as respondents' is unnecessary.8 Accordingly, it is 
concluded and found that any changes which respondents have made 
in their advertising program involves incidental matters and that 
their basic appeal and approach to prospective students remain un
changed. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Respondents were, at all times material herein, engaged in sub
stantial business intercourse, in comme-rce, and maintained a substan
tial course of trade in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

2. Said respondents were, at all times material herein, in substan
tial competition with other corporations, firms and individuals in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act. 

3. The acts and practices of respondents, as hereinabove found, 
were all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of said re-

8 As previously found, many of respondents' students are Negroes, a number of whom 
have limited educational backgrounds and aptitude for detective work. Many of them 
are employed in the construction field where their compensation averaged around 
$150-$200 weekly. They looked upon res))onclents' course as offering them an opportu
nity to do exciting detective work at high-paying salaries, whereas the best they could 
hope for if they completed reRpondents' course would be employment in the routine job 
of store uetectiYe or guard, at remuneration of from $2 an hour to $125 a week (Tr. 
470-471, G29, 664-6G5, G93, 713, 75G, 779, 809-810, 844, 875). 
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spondents' competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competi
tion, in commerce, and unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in 
c.ommerce, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act. 

.4. The Commission l~as jurisdiction over the subject matter of this 
proceeding and of the respondents, and this proceeding is in the 
. public interest. 

ORDER 

:lt is orde'red, That respondents Eastern Detective Academy1 Inc., 
,a corporation, and its officers, ·and Earl M. Leven, individually and 
. as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' agents, representa-:
tives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other- de
vice, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale· or dis-
tribution of any course of instruction or any other service• or 
prodiict, in commerce, as "commerce"· is defined in the Federal Trade 
·,Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing, directly or by implication, that there is a 
grea,t demand for individuals who have cmnpleted respondents' 
coui·se of instruction as detectives, i:nvestigators, underco-ver. 
agents or in other similar positions,. or that employment in sueh 
positions is available upon completion of respondents" course of 
instruction; or misrepresenting, in any manner; the demand or 
opportunities for employment of individuals who complete ai1y 
course of instruction. 

2. Representing, directly or by implication, that several 
hundred. persons who attended respondents' course obtained em
ployment in investigative worJ,r or in any other position within 
one year; or otherwise misrepresenting the number of persons 
attending any course who have obtained employment through 
the training afforded, or the nature of such employment. 

3. Representing, directly or by implication, that persons w'ho 
complete respondents' course of instruction are thereby qualified 
for employment as detectives, investigators, undercover agents 
•Or in any other similar position; or otherwise :111isrepresent.ing 
the positions for which the graduates of any course will qualify. 

4. Representing, directly or by implication, that persons who 
,complete respondents' course of instruction will thereby be· qual
ified for employment at wages commensurate with those paid 
detectives, investigators or undercover agents; or otherwise mis
representing the wages or compensation available to graduates 

,of· any .course of instruction. 
~ • A-
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5. Representing, di~·ectly or by implication, that respondents-
provide a placement service which places a significant number 
of graduates or students in positions for which they have been 
trained by respondents; or misrepresenting, in any manner, 
their capabilities or facilities for assisting graduates or students 
of any course in finding employment, or the assistance actually 
afforded graduates in obtaining employment. 

6. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondents 
maintain a staff of seventeen instructors, or that the staff of in
structors maintained by respondents has certain experience, 
training or qualifications which they do not have; or misrepre
senting, in any manner, the number of instructors maintained or 
their experience, training or qualifications. 

"7. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondents 
operate a shooting range or have polygraph instruments, unless. 
such is the fact; or misrepresenting, in any manner, the facili
ties or equipment which respondents have and make available 
for the training of students. 

8. Misrepresenting that students will receive training in the 
firing of handguns on a shooting range or that students will re
ceive practical training in the use of polygraph instruments; or 
misrepresenting, in any manner, the natul'e or extent of training 
students will receive. 

9. :Misrepresenting that graduates of respondents' course, or 
businesses which have employed graduates of respondents' 
course, have written unsolicited or unbiased testimonials. 

10. Using photographs or any other promotional device to 
misrepresent the training, facilities or equipment available to 
students of respondents' academy. 

11. Failing to reveal, disclose or otherwise inform prospective 
customers, in a manner that is clearly understood by them, of 
the non-cancellable nature and of all terms and conditions of 
any installment contract or other instrument of indebtedness to 
be signed by any customer. 

12. Inducing or causing customers or prospective customers to 
execute installment contracts or any other instruments of in
debtedness by falsely representing that such contracts, or other 
instruments are non-binding enrollment agreements or that such 
contracts or other instruments are cancellable at the discretion 
of the prospectiye customers; or otherwise inducing or causing 
customers or prospective, customers to execute installment con-
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tracts or any other instruments by misrepresenting the true na
ture or effect of such documents. 

13. Placing in the hands of a debt collection agency for the 
purpose of obtaining satisfaction of an alleged debt, any agree
ment, contract or other instrument of indebtedness which has 
been procured through any of the deceptive acts and practices 
prohibited by Paragraphs 1 through 12 hereof. 

14. Seeking to enforce or obtain a judgment on any contract 
or other instrument executed after the final date of this order 
between respondents and any party, or the transferring of any 
such contract or other instrument to a third party for the pur
pose of enforcing or obtaining a judgment on said contract or 
instrument, where the respondents or their employees misrepre
sented the nature or the terms of said contract or instrument at 
the time or prior to the time the contract or instrument was 
signed. 

15. Failing to deliver a copy of this order to cease and desist 
to all present and future salesmen or other persons engaged in 
the sale of respondents' courses or services, and failing to secure 
from each such salesman or other person a signed statement 
acknowledging receipt of said order. 

It is furthe1· ordered, That the respondents Eastern Detective 
Academy, Inc., a corporation, and its officers, and Earl l\L Leven, in
dividually and as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' 
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any cor
porate or other device, in connection ·with the advertising, offering 
for sale, sale or distribution of any course of instruction or any 
other service or product, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist 
from: 

(1) Entering into any contract which shall become binding 
on the customer prior to midnight of the seventh day, excluding 
Sundays and legal holidays, after date of execution. 

(2) 11..,ailing to disclose or.ally, prior to execution of the con
tract, and in writing on any trade acceptance, conditional sales 
contract, promissory note or other instrument executed by the 
customer, with sufficient conspicuousness and clarity to be ob
served and read by such customer, that the customer may re
scind or cancel the contract by directing or mailing a notice of 
cancellation to respondents' address prior to midnight o:f the 
seventh clay, excluding Sundays and legal holidays, after the 
date of the s~le. 
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(3) Failing to provide a separate and clearly understandable 
form which the customer may use as a notice of cancellation. 

(4) Negotiating any trade acceptance, conditional sales con
tract, promissory note, or other instrnment of indebtedness to ,a 
finance company or other third party prior to midnight of the 
ninth day, excluding Sundays and legal holidays, after the date 
of execution by the customer. 

(5) Provided, howe1Jer, That nothing contained in this por
tion of the order shall relieve respondents of any additional ob
ligations respecting contracts required by federal law or the law 
of the State in which the contract is made. 1:Vhen such obliga
tions are inconsistent respondents can. apply to the Com_mission 
for relief from this provision with respect to contracts executed 
in the State in which such different obligations are required. 
The Commission, upon proper showing, shall make such modifi
cations as may be wan~anted in the premises. 

OrrNION OF THE Co~nnssroN 

JUNE 30, 1971 

BY JONES, Omnniissioner: 

On July 22, 1969, the Commission issued a complaint against re
spondents Eastern Detective Academy, Inc., and Earl M. Leven, in
diYidually and as an officer of the corporate respondent. The 
complaint charged the respondents with viola.ting Section 5 of the 
Fe(foral Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45 ( 1964), through the 
use of various false,, misleading and deceptive statements and prac
tices in the course of the promotion and operation of their school of
fering instruction -to those seeking employment as private detectives, 
investigators or undercover agents. 

The case proceeded to hearing in October of 1969. The hearing ex
aminer issued an initial decision finding against the respondents on 
all issues and entering a proposed order requiring them in essence to 
cease and desist from continuing the offending practices and to make 
Ya.rious affirmative disclosures about certain aspects of the instruc
tion being offerecl.1 

Respondents appealed to the full Commission and the matter is 
nmv before us for decision. Respondent Leven throughout this pro-

1 The examiner's initial decision, wl1ich was rendered on February 20, 1970, was 
vacated b,v the Commission because of the individual respondent's claim of indigency 
and request for counsel, which is discussed more fully below; the initial decision was 
reim,tnted by the Commission on May 13th after respondent Leven failed to press his 
claim. 
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ceeding has been represented by himself pro se and no counsel has 
entered an appearance on behalf of either respondent.2 At one point 
in the proceedings, respondent Leven requested the assignment of 
counsel but when asked to substantiate his claim of indigency he re
fused to press the request and continued to represent himself. In 
view of the fact, however, that respondent Leven acted as his own 
counsel, we have carefolly reviewed the merits of the entire record 
on our own, and have not confined our review to matters challenged 
by the respondents on their appeal. While respondent Leven during 
the oral argument confirmed that his failure to press his claim of in
digency and his request for counsel was a matter of free choice and 
,asserted that he no longer took the position that he was entitled to 
appointment of counsel, it will be useful to review the circumstances 
involved before considering the merits of the charges, the evidence 
underlying the hearing examiner's conclusion of liability and the 
scope of the remedial relief proposed by him. 

I 

Respondents' Appearance Pro Se 

Throughout all of the hearings in this case, rc>.spondent Leven ap
peared and took an active part in presenting documentary and oral 
testimony in opposition to the complaint allegations and actively ex
amined the witnesses offered by complaint counsel in support of the 
allegations. 

The hearing examiner was scrupulously careful to give Mr. Leven 
every assistance he needed to facilitate his presentation of his de
fense and his cross-examination of complaint counsel's witnesses. At 
the prehearing conference held on September 16, 1969, for example, 
the examiner proposed to respondent Leven that he orally amend his 
filed answer wherever necessary to make certain that he would not 
be held to inadvertent admissions of matters he had failed to deny 
in his pleading.3 At the prehearing conference, the examiner also 

2 Apparently respondents did retain counsel during the early stages of the investiga
tion, since the record contains a letter from an attorney purporting to represent 
respondents in matters concerning returns to a Commission subpoena (CX 114A-B). 
However, there is no indication in the record as to precisely when or why this repre
sentation terminated. 

· 3 In making this ruling the hearing examiner explained his position in response to a 
question from complaint counsel: 

l\IR. BACHMAN: ... According to his answer, he failed to deny paragraph two. At this 
point are you allowing him to amend this? 

HEARING EXAMINER LEWIS : Yes, I am. In view of the fact that he does not have 
counsel [and] is not sophisticated in these matters I feel that it's my duty to assure the 
respondent a fair hearing and due process.... I get the impression that he was address
ing his answer to the more or less substantive allegations, those that charge violations 
rather than the ... formal allegations and I want to be sure that he understood what he 
was doing. [Tr. 9-10.J 
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conducted stipulations regarding the admissibility of documentary 
evidence (Tr. 84-146), during which he explained carefully to Mr. 
Leven the method of introducing documents at the hearing, aiid 
gave him ample opportunity to object.4 

On January 26, 1970, three months after the evidentiary hearing 
was closed, respondent Leven sent a letter to Hearing ·Examiner 
Lewis requesting that the complaint be dismissed and asserting, in 
part, as follows: 

I would like to state, Mr. Lewis, that you were as considerate as possible in 
my behalf to the limits of your function as Hearing Examiner. However, in 
many areas I was unable to make a reasonable defense due to my lack of 
legal knowledge. I believe that if I had had a lawyer in the hearings, he 
would have been able to ask the right questions and made [sic] the proper ref
erences to law which would have proved beyond any doubt that I have not vio
lated any laws. . . . · 

As I was unable to buy the transcript of over 1000 pages which amounted to 
almost $900.00, I had to take additional time off from my work in an attempt 
to formulate my findings at the Commission's Offices, and after a very rough 
draft was made it seemed fruitless to send such a thing to the Commission, 
particularly after reading the one prepared by the Commission's attorneys. . .• 

The letter concluded with a quotation from American Chinchilla 5 

and a request that the complaint be dismissed. Treating the letter as 
a motion, the examiner denied the motion for dismissal in an order 
issued January 29, but also granted Leven until February 9 to re
submit his request for assignment of counsel, together with appro
priate facts and documents to support his claim of financial inability 
to retain counsel. 

In a letter dated February 10, 1970, respondent asserted to the 
hearing examiner that he had "attempted to obtain the services of 

4 See, e.g., Tr. 109-110: 
HEARING EXAMINER LEWIS: You have a right to object to any documeii.t going 

into evidence. One step in having a document received in evidence is to have an agree
ment ... that it is a genuine and authentic document . ... To the extent that you are 
unable to do so now and will require additional time to review the documents ... you will 
be given that time.... If you do have objection, tpen we will just pass on them at the 
hearing . ... 

MR. LEVEN: Right, sir. 
HEARING EXAl\HNER LEWIS : There may be some documents that you do not ques

tion being genuine.... You may, however, question whether they should be received in 
evidence because of the fact that they were discontinued or something of that sort. You 
are at liberty to raise any such objections even though you do stipulate that it is an 
authentic document.... 

Do you understand that situation? 
l\IR. LEVEN: Yes, I do very clearly, sir. 
"The Commission's decision in American Chinchilla, Docket No. 8774 [76 F.T.C. 1016], 

holding that the Commission would not maintain an action against a respondent who 
was unrepresented by counsel solely .because of his indigency, was banded down Decem
ber 23, 1969. 
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an accountant to prepare a financial statement," but had been unable 
to do so. He also requested an extension of time within which to file 
proposed findings. The examiner denied this request on February 17, 
stating in passing that the respondent had "elect[eel] not to request 
an assignment of counsel." The examiner thereupon issued his initial 
decision on February 20, 1970, upholding all of the charges of the 
complaint. 

In a letter received by the Secretary's office on ]\forch 13, 1970, re
spondents complained in general terms that they had not been af
forded an adequate opportunity to seek assigned counsel, and that 
they had been denied a fair hearing. In response to this letter, the 
Commission on April 6, 1970, vacated the initial decision stating "it 
is not clear in the particular circumstances that the hearing exam
iner provided a full opportunity :for respondents (a) to establish 
their asserted financial inability to pay counsel and (b) to file their 
proposed findings and conclusions." The matter was returned to the 
examiner for further consideration of these issues. 6 

The examiner's decision vrns reinstated by the Commission on May 
13, when Leven again failed to provide the requested documentation 
to support the indigency claim. Both respondents appealed the ex
aminer's decision. 

Having carefully examined the entire record, we are satisfied that 
Mr. Leven knowingly and deliberately determined to appear pm se 
on behalf of both himself and the corporation. The Commission's 
Rules of Practice provide in Section 4.1 (a) (2) that "A corporation 
or association may be represented by a bona fide ofli.cer thereof upon 
a showing of adequate authorization." It is clear that respondents' 
choice to take advantage of this provision and to represent them
selves was freely and consciously made. 

6 On April G, the examiner entered an order which stated, in part: 
If respondents still desire the assjgnment of counsel, they should suhmit a new applica

tion therefor, on or before l\Iay 1, 1070. Such application should consist of (1) a sworn 
narrative statement setting forth in detail the facts on which they base their assertion 
that they are unable to pay for counsel to represent them and (2) appropriate supporth-e 
docunwntary evidence consh;ting of financial statements, income tax returns and such 
other documents as will permit an objective appraisal of their financial ability or lack of 
ability to retain counsel. So that there will be no misunderstanding, the examiner wishes 
to make it clear that respondents are not required to retain an accountant to prepare a 
special financial statement. An:v financial statement which may have been prepared during 
the past year will suffice. If there are no such statements in existence, respondents need 
not submit any financial statement, except that if they conclude it would be to their 
advantage to submit a currently-prepared financial statement they may do so. 
The examiner's order also provided that "[i] n the event respondents elect not to suhmit 
a request for the assignment of counsel, ... but prefer to submit ... informal findings 
without the use of record references and legal terminology or references, such findings and 
conclusions shall be submitted on or before May 1, 1970." 
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All of the papers which respondent Leven filed in this matter are 
signed by himself and by the corporation in the following form: 

EASTERN DID'.rECTIVE ACADE1'IY, INC. 
[s] l!Jarl III. Leven 

Capt. Earl JH. Leven, 
Respondent. 

:Moreover, respondents' answer denying the complaint allegations 
was phrased in the layman's phrase "we." Leven apparently holds 
virtually all of the outstanding stock in the co1:porate respondent, 
and, in addition, is the chief moving officer (See CX 111 A, 111 I). 

More significantly, when the issue arose during the oral argument 
before the foll Commission, respondent Leven did not dispute com
plaint counsel's assertion, in response to Chairman Kirkpatrick's 
question, that the record demonstrates that J\fr. Leven ·was appearing 
pro se both for himself and for the corporate respondent.7 

The record also makes clear that the hearing examiner made every 
effort at each step of the proceedings to avoid the possibility that re
spondents might take some action out of ignorance which would be 
harmful to their· defense. Respondents' papers and the transcript of 
Mr. Leven's participation at the hearings reflect an intelligent 
awareness of their rights and of their· undoubted ability to protect 
themselves adequately and present a full and complete defense. 8 

Finally, we conclude that respondent Leven was afforded more 
than sufficient opportunity to demonstrate his right to an assignment 
of counsel. The record clearly demonstrates that Mr. Leven's failure 
to press forward on his claim of indigency was not the result of any 
inadvertence or misunderstanding on his part. Rather, as he stated 

7 During oral argument, the following colloquy took place: 
CHAIRl\IAN KIRKPATRICK: l\lr. Leven, of course, is appearing pro se for himself as 

an individual [respondent], but who is ... representing the company? 
l\IR. BACH::\IAN: Mr. Leven, also. 
CHAIH.l\lAN KIRKPATRICK: Is that clearly of record ... [ ?] 
l\IR. BACHMAN: I think the recorawould demonstrate that l\Ir. Leven, if not the sole 

stockholder, owns at least 99 percent of the stock. ('l.'r. at 5-6.) 
8 '.rhe record is replete with examples of respondents' familiarity with their rights and 

with the issues in the complaint. An excellent example of respondents' full ability to pro
tect their interests can be seen in their l\Iotion for a JUore Definite Statement, whicl1 they 
filed on August 8, 106!), pursuant to Section 3.ll(c) of the Rules of Practice, three ,veeks 
after the complaint was filed. In this motion, respomlents took issue with a number of 
quantitative terms in tl1e complaint, such as the phrase "significant demand" in the sen, 
tence in paragraph six of the complaint which alleged that in truth and in fact "There is 
no significant demand for graduates of respondents' course," and the phrase "commen. 
surate wages" in the allegation that "Completion of respondents' course of instruction 
does not qualify persons to be detectives, investigators, undercover agents, or for employ. 
ment in other similar positions at commensurate wages." This motion alone attests to 
rcsponuents' full understanding of the protection of their rights and interests, 
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it, for his own reasons he chose not to take advantage of that 
opportunity.9 

We find absolutely no unfairness in any aspect of this proceeding 
and conclude that, on the contrary, respondents adequately and com
petently represented their own defenses to the charges contained in 
this complaint. 

n 

The Allegations of Deception 

Respondents are engaged in the interstate operation of a school 
which offers courses of instructions to those seeking employment as 
dete9tives, investigators or agents (ID 1-y). 

The alleged illegal ·practices of respondents fall into three princi
pal categories : 

1. Misrepresentations of the nature of the course of training of
fered by the school and of the types of jobs arid salaries available to 

· graduates of respondents' school; 
2. Misrepresentation of the assistance given by respondents to 

their graduates to find appropriate employment; and 
3. Misrepresentation of the nature of the enrollment papers and 

installment contracts executed by prospective students. 
Respondents denied that the alleged representations were decep

tive and raised, in addition, several other defenses such as abandon
ment of the practices in question and lack of public interest in the 
need for any order to be entered here. 

The hearing examiner found that the complaint allegations had 
been proven in all instances and that it was necessary to enter an 
order against respondents in order to make certain that the practices 
found to have violated the law will not be continued in the future 
(ID 20). 

0 This point was made with particular clarity in the following colloquy between Com
missioner Jones and Mr. Leven which took place during the oral argument of this case 
before the fun· commission : 

COMl\IISSIONER JONES : You claimed that you could not afford counsel, and the 
Hearing Examiner •.. asked you to give him certain information, data, to support your 
claim that you couldn't afford counsel. And the record indicates that you· didn't come forth 
with any data. 

Do you want to speak to any reasons why you didn't submit any data? 
l\IR. LEVEN: Well, frankly, and I thank you for your offer, Miss Jones, but I don't feel 

that I would like to bring that up.•.. I appreciate the Commission's statement about it, 
and I do feel that I was in error about it. I should have taken advantage of the oppor
tunity, but I didn't. Certain pressing things came up, that I just couldn't do it. [Oral 
.Arg. Tr. 30-31.] 
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1. Tlie Allegations Respecting the Nature of Respondents' Courses 
a:nd Qualificatioris of Thefr Students 

The complaint alleged that respondents' representations falsely led' 
prospective students to believe that attending respondents' school 
would enable them to qualify as private detectives and procure· 
glamorous high-paying jobs (Compl. paras. 5(1)-(3), 6(1)-(3) ) .. 
The testimony offered on this point centered around two questions: 
what the respondents' advertisements and promotional materials did, 
in fact, represent, and second, whether the course and instruction ac
tually o:ffered by respondents were accurately described by these rep
resentations. 

There is no question that the respondents' promotional materials 
placed heavy emphasis upon (1) the exciting, glamorous and action
.filled type of work performed by those who worked in the general 
area of private investigation; (2) the great demand that supposedly 
existed in this field for qualified people; and (3) the high pay which 
was supposedly available. For example, one newspaper advertise
ment used repeatedly by respondents stated: 

PRIVA'l'E DETIWTIVE TRAINING 
l\IEN & WOMEN 

. TRAINED .UNDERCOVER PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS IN DEMAND 
You may not become rich and famous by taking our training like JAMES 
BOND, SAM SPADE, MATA HARI, and some of the other glamor guys and 
gals you see and read about 

BUT 

In our seventh year of operation here, many of our graduates were placed in 
interesting, well-paying positions, both full and part time. [CX 239; see also 
CX's 4, 238, 240.] 

Of similar import is CX 2A, the respondents' business reply card, 
which bore the boldface legend : 

l\IEN & WOMEN 
EXCITING BIG PAY JOBS OPEN J!'OR 

PRIVATE DETECTIVES 
IF YOU ARE 

* A PERSON OF GOOD CHARAC'l'ER 
* WILLING TO 'l'AKE TRAINING 

IN YOUR SPARE 'l'IME. 

Variations on these themes can be found throughout respondents' 
print advertisements.10 

10 E.g., ex 221 ("Exciting Security Action Jobs Open For Private Detectives") ; ex 
223 ("l\Iale anil Femal.e Undercover Agents in Demand Now"); ex 235 (Men & Women 
Exciting Security Action Jobs Open For Investigators and Undercover Work Private 
Detectives) ; ex 7 ("l\fen and Women Exciting Jobs Open Big Pay For Private Detec
tives"). 

https://advertisements.10
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The allegedly "glamorous" and "exciting" aspects of private detec
tive work ·were even more heavily emphasized in a series of promo
tional photographs used by respondents (CX's 16-22; see also Tr. 
443-445, 4G0-461, 567-568) ; in these photographs, respondents' 
students are depicted as "lifting latent finger prints," firing pistols, 
"arresting" and searching "suspects" ,vhile brandishing a variety of 
·weapons, using short-wave radio equipment, and engaging in other 
:similar activities. The testimonial letters used by respondents, which 
:are described more fully below, W'ere of similar effect, although here 
the emphasis generally was placed upon the security, prestige, and 
high pay available in the jobs which respondents' graduates 
obtained.11 

It is clear from the record that the lure of exciting, high-paying 
and readily available jobs held out by respondents' promotional ma
terials was a powerful inducement for prospective students to take 
respondents' course; as one former student put it, "everyon~ tries to 
improve himself or herself, so I saw the advertisement on the bus 
and I was sent a card by the detective academy and the thing that 
captured my mind was that I could get big pay and skilled training 
for part-tim.e jobs or full-time jobs" (Tr. 878; see also Tr. 766, 810, 
845-846, 864) . 

In sharp contrast to the glowing picture of job opportunities 
painted by respondents was the testimony of complaint counsel's ex
pert witnesses regarding employment conditions in the field of pri
vate investigation. The thrust of this testimony was that within the 
general field of private investigation there is a distinction between 
detectives and undercover agents, who perform the more exciting 
and interesting kinds of investigations and are relatively well paid, 
and security guards and personnel who perform routine credit, em
ployment, and skip-tracing investigations and receive more modest 
wages. The expert testimony also shows that most of the work per
formed by private detective agencies falls within the latter catego
ries, and that the "glamor" jobs that are available usually go to peo
ple who have ,vorked for law enforcement agencies or have other 

11 See ex 23 ( "qunlified me for my first job in Detective work as a surveillance 
man") ; ex 25 ("I have .just recently been promoted to the rank of Provost Marshal 
Investigntor" [sic]) ; ex 26 ("I have gained emplo_yment with Taylors Detective 
Agency") ; ex 28 ( ",Just a few lines to thank you and ;your staff for qualifying me for 
the job of First Detective in one of the largest [sic] stores in the state of New 
Jersey"); ex 32 ("I have been employed by Executive Honse as Security and House 
Detect:ixc") ; CX 33 ( "I was em1)lo.red by a leading loeal Detective Agency as an under
cover agent") ; ex ;34 ("a full-time un(lercover assi~nment with a very reputable com
pnny mid-way of my schooling") ; ex 36 ("I was able to secure a very special position 
with Scott Detective Agency"). 

https://obtained.11
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mvestigative experience or qualifications not provided by respond
ents' courses. Finally, there is substantial testimony that completing 
respondents' course would have very little impact upon students' 
ability to obtain the high-paying glamorous jobs mentioned so prom
inently in respondents' promotional materials. (Bee genentlly Tr. 
627, 686-687, 689-690, 693-696, 706-708, 712, 718, 725, 747, 
749-751, 755.) 

Hespondents' principal appeal points regarding this aBpect o:f the 
complaint concern the credibility and qualifications of complaint 
counsel's expert witnesses, including alleged inadequacies in their re
sponses to questions involving hypothetical investigative situations 
posed by respondent Leven on cross-examination (Res. App. Br. at 
7-9). These kinds of questions are primarily for the hearing exam
iner to determine as the initial trier o:f fact, and our review is neces
sarily limited; nonetheless, lVC have carefully reviewed the portions 
of the transcript containing these lvitnesses' testimony, and ,ve con
clude that the examiner was fully justified in finding their testimony 
credible. Therefore, ·we uphold the examiner's findings and conclu
sions on this aspect of the complaint. 

A related provision of the complaint is the allegation tlrnt re
spondents misrepresented the nature and performance of the 
placement services which they offered their students ( Com pl. paras. 
6(2), 6(4) ). The examiner found that these allegations were "amply 
supported by the record" (ID Fndgs. 17, 19); however, these find
ings rest in part on the testirnony of ~Jack Ezell, a former employee 
of respondents (Tr. 511-556). On cross-examination, respondent 
Leven attempted to impeach 'Ezell by introducing into evidence an 
apparently false testimonial letter ·which Ezell used after leaving 
Ea.stem D2-tective Academy and founding a similar school (8ee Tr. 
5-fi-554). This letter was received into evidence as RX 1 (Tr. 554), 
but is now missing from the record. 

In light of this gap in the record, ,ve have determined to strike 
Ezell's testimony; however, the examiner's findings and conclusions 
regarding respondents' placement service are adequately supported 
by the independent evidence cited therein and, accordingly, will be 
upheld. 

The complaint also charged several specific misrepresentatiolls by 
respondents ,vith respect to their courses of instruction : the first, 
that the school had 17 instructors ( Com pl. para. 8 ( 1)) ; the second, 
that respondents' students would be trained in the use of hand guns 
and the polygraph or lie detector (Compl. para. 8(2); and the third, 
that testimonial letters used by respondents in their promotional ma-
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terials were neither unsolicited nor unbiased as represented ( Com pl. 
para. 8 ( 3) ) . 

The examiner in his initial decision carefully reviewed all of the 
evidence bearing on these allegations and concluded that they were 
amply supported by the weight of the evidence (ID 20, 21). 

Our review of the record on the question of the number of in
structors on respondents' staff convinces us that certainly for the pe- . 
riod 1965--,--1967 respondents had 11 or fewer instructors. However, 
the record is confusing and ambiguous both as to the precise number 
of instructors on respondents' staff after this period and as to the 
time period during which the challenged representations were made 
by respondents.12 Because of these ambiguities, we conclude that the 
allegation is not sufficiently supported by the preponderance of the 
evidence and vacate the examiner's findings and conclusions on this · 
allegation. 

·with respect to the allegations of the complaint charging that re
spondents misrepresented the nature and extent of the hand gun and 
polygraph training they offered, respondents have essentially main
tained that the pistol training was adequate for the purposes of the 
course and accurately represented, and that prospective students 
knew or should have known that respondents' polygraph instruction 
consisted of mere familiarization with the apparatus rather than 
training to become a po1ygraph opei'ator (8ee Res. App. Br. at 2, n). 

The examiner found that respondents had conceded making the 
representation that students would be trained in the use of hand 
guns (Fndg. 11) .13 He also found that respondents" students were al
lowed to fire their pistols only a fow times, and that this was inade
quate to train them in the proper use of these weapons (Fndg. 22) .14 
Both of these findings are fully supported by the record. 

1
~ The primary difficulty with the record in this respect is that two lists of instruc

tors submitted by the respondents and introduced into evidence (see Tr. 794-799) are 
now missing from the record. According to complaint counsel, these exhibits were lost 
by the reporter ( C.C. Ans. Br. at 11). 

13 The record pages cited by 'the examiner in support of this finding (Tr. 50-52) deal 
with the polygraph rather than pistol representations; the proper pages are Tr. 49-50, 
where the following exchange took place during the prehearing conference : 

HEARING EXAMINER LEWIS: ... Did you represent that your students would be 
trained in the firing of hand guns on your shooting range? 

l\IR. LEVEN : Yes. 
HEARING Ji;XAMINF,R LEWIS : You did represent that? 
l\IR. LliJYEN: Yes, sir. 
1-1 Respo1ulents urged error on the part of the examiner on this point because of the 

weight he apparently ascribed to the fact that the practice pistol firing which did take 
place in respondents' course was performed with bullets that had plastic slugs, and was 
at short range (Res. App. Br. 24). The testimony of the expert witness Moseley, relied 
uf1on b;r the exuminer in making the latter finding, emphasizes that the key factor was 
not the l)lastic bullets or the short range, but rather the few brief opportunities which 
the students had to practice handling and firing the weapons (Tr. 685-86). 

https://respondents.12
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·with respect to the polygraph, the examiner noted that while re
spondents vigorously contested the charge that. they had represented 
that their course would train students to become polygraph opera
tors, their advertisements specifically referred to "training" on the 
lie detector (Fndg. 11). 

The examiner also found that the single two-hour session offeted 
by respondents is inadequate to train polygraph operators (Fndg. 
23)-a fact which was not seriously disputed by the respondents. 
The record conflicts on the point of whether the students knew or 
should have known that they would receive only quick familiariza
tion on the lie detector, but it is clear that at least some of the stu~ 
dents who testified believed that respondents' course would qualify 
them to become polygraph operators. (See generally Tr. 842, 312, 
481, 491-92.) 

~Ve agree with the examiner that the advertisements themselves 
amply support the allegation. vVhen the advertisements are viewed 
against the testimony. of students who were in fact deceived by the 
representations, we conclude that the examiner's findings are sup
ported by the record and should be upheld. 

· Respondent Leven admitted that he solicited testimonial letters 
and both composed and had letters typed for former students which 
they thereafter proofread and signed (Tr. 350-52). The complaint 
allegations charge that respondents represented the letters as "unso
licited and unbiased testimonials as to the value of respondents' · 
course." 

The examiner concluded in Finding 11 that: 

[I]t is clear that in the context in which the letters were. exhibited to: • 
[prospective students], for the purpose of inducing them to enroll in respond
ents' school, they had every right to infer, and there is affirmative evidence 
that they did infer, that such letters were unsolicited and unbiased testimoni
als as to the value of respondents' course. * * * [Fndg. 11.] 

The testimonial letters were used by respondents as part of their 
"brochure," which was evidently a series of promotional documents 
used in both mail and oral presentations. Although the content of 
the brochure probably varied from time to time, in general it con
tained photographs purporting to represent various facets of re
spondents' course of instruction (CX's 16-22), a list of the subjects 
taught in respondents' course, testimonial letters, and, at least at one 
time, a list of two-way radio signals. ~Vhcn sent through the mail, 
the brochure would be accompanied by a letter inviting the prospec
tive student to visit respondents' offices; when used in the offices, it 
was in the forma.t of a three-ring notebook given to prospective stu.: 

470-536-73-.-93 
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dents for their perusal. The relevant testimony generally indicates 
that there ·was no specific sales pitch associated with the presentation 
of the testim.onial letters, but rather that they were allowed to speak 
for themselves. (See genemlly Tr. 428-429, 567-571, 898-899.) 

Complaint counsel introduced consumer testimony purporting to 
show that prospective students believed the testimonial letters to be 
unsolicited and unbiased, and that this was a material aspect in the 
consumer's assessment of respondents' promotion. However, this tes
timony was sparse and inconclusive,15 and we conclude that, on bal
ance, it is simply not sufficient to support the examiner's finding of 
violation with respect to the letters. Accordingly, we vacate the ex
aminer's findings and conclusions on this point. 

2. The Allegations Respecting Respondents' Enrollment Practices 

Paragraph 9 of the complaint alleged that: 

[R]espondents through their employees have regularly obtained potential stu
dents' signatures on installment payment contracts through failing to disclose 
the nature of the instruments and by falsely representing that such instru
ments were non-binding enrollment applications or that the classes were paid 
for on a pay as you go basis and the prospective students could cancel their 
enrollment at any time that they chose to do so. Thereafter, when these pro
spective students failed to attend respondents' course and make payments 
under the contract, respondents systematically brought legal actions and ob
tained judgments against the prospectiYe students or assigned the contracts to 
a collection agency. * * * 

The examiner upheld this charge of the complaint, basing his con
clusion upon the ambiguity of respondents' enrollment agreement, 
the testimony of deceived consumers, _the limited educational back
ground of respondents' students, and the fact that "[r]cspondents' 
sales representatives did not inform [prospective students] as to the 
nature of the agreements they were signing and, in a number of in
stances when the students made inquiry, they were informed that 
they would not be obligated if they decided to discontinue the 
course" (Fndg. 12). 

15 In support of the finding quoted above, the examiner cited the testimony of three 
former students of the respondents' com·se. The firnt student stated that he· had been 
shown a number of letters, and that "l\Iy impression was that the graduates of this 
school found employment and that they were satisfied. with the salary and the t.rpe of 
work they clicl" (Tr. 768). The second testified that he "saw the letters from other 
members that hall been to the school, telling how the work was with them, how they 
had made it, and things of that nature" (Tr. 850) ; similarly, the third of these wit
nesses simply stated that "They showed us some letters of some of the students which 
liad graduated and it was shown as how [-sic] the jobs that they had gotten after they 
had graduated and the kid8 were writing back thanking .them for the training which 
they received" ('l'r. 880). ,ve have not found any o.ther evidence in the record which 
tends to demonstrate how vrosvective students interpreted and evaluated the testimonial 
letters. 
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Respondents' attack on this finding in the present appeal is essen
tiaJly twofold: They contend the examiner erred in finding that a 
substantial number of former and prospective students were unedu
cated, and that the scope of the legal obligations assumed by the stu
dent ·was clear and unambiguous on its face (Res. App. Br. 3-4). 
"\Ve conclude that both contentions lack merit. 

"\Ve have carefully examined the enrollment forms used by re
spondents (e.g., CX 129-131, 138, 157). '\Ve conclude, with the ex
mniner, that these papers were indeed ambiguous on their face, both 
as to the manner and form in which they became legally binding 
(•ontracts, and also as to the student's obligation to pay the tuition 
Tegardless of whether he took the course. 

The so-called contract is captioned as an "Enrollment for Private 
Detective Training" and is styled as a "request"/ that respondents 
~'accept" the student's "application" for the course of instruction. 
Contrary to respondents' assertions, there is no clear statement in 
the contract to the effect that students are obligated to pay the tui
tion regardless of whether they start or complete the course. Instead, 
the student's obligations to pay are variously refened to in the text 
of the "enrollment" or "application" in connection with the taking 
or completing the course.16 The wording of the payment obligation 
used by respondents was equally ambiguously phrased, frequently 
associating the payment terms in connection with references to the 
~'complete Private Detective Training" or the "completion of all ]es
.sons with a passing grade." This association of words could be easily 
understood by an applicfant as conditioning the obligation to pay on 
-completion of the course.17 Finally, the contract is confusing with 
respect to the question of when or whether it becomes a legally bind-

lH For. ex.ample, tl1e fourth paragraph of the contract states, "Upon completion of all 
the les:-;ons with a passing grade * * * and upon payment of the full tuition fee hereto
fore mentioned [which was t~•pically made payable in monthly or weekly installments], 
I am to be designated a graduate. * * *" This is at least consistent with a situation in 
whkh the obligation to pay was linked to or conditioned upon the satisfactory comple
tion of each lesson. Of similar import is the statement in the following paragraph that 
•·1 further understand that no refunds, in whole or in part, shall be given on any tui
tion pnicl to The Eastern Detective Academy." 

l, The first, and most important, paragraph of the contract provides: "Gentlemen: 
Ple.u;e nccept my application for your complete Private Detective Training as outlined 
bPlow, for which I promise to pay the Eastern Detective Academy the sum of Three 
Hundred Ninety Seven Dollars ($397.00) in the following manner: $ herewith as 
my first installment, and the balance in monthly. installments of $ each. * * *." 
In some instances the word "monthly" was crossed out and "weekly" written in (e.g., 
ex 129, ex 130). 

Grammatically, the operative phrase "for which I lH"Omise to pay" seems to modify 
"c:o,nplcte private detective training"; this, together with the immediate juxtaposition of 
the installment terms, easily could deceive consumers into believing that the obligation 
to 1>ay extended only to the course units completed. 

https://course.17
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ing obligation. As noted above, the words "enrollment" and "appli-· 
cation" can hardly be -calculated or expected fo alert the layman to the· 
fact that he can become legally obligated to pay a substantial sum of 
money by signing the document. Also, the agreement refers to re-· 
spondents' "acceptance" of the application, and the salesman's "re
ommendation" that it be accepted. All of this may well obscure the· 
fact that a prospective student's last chance to escape a large, long;. 
term legal obligation is at the time he affixes his signature to the 
"enrollment agreement". The sentence preceding the student's signa
ture, which states that by signing the student acknowledges his un:
derstanding ·that he "certifies he is an adult," "approves" the agree~ 
ment and "assumes" payment of the tuition, in no sense alters the· 
ambiguities replete throughout the contract as to the precise nature· 
of the obligation which the student is being asked to assume. 

These factors would be sufficient, in our opinion, to render this: 
contract deceptive, wholly apart from the special audience at which 
it was directed. But we cannot ignore the substantial likelihood that 
vocational school promotions like respondents' find their primary 
targets among the members of the public who have the least formal 
education, whether from lack of aptitude or insufficient resources or 
for other reasons, and who are striving for a chance to improve
themselves-in short, to the poor and the credulous. Many of the· 
consumer witnesses who testified in this proceeding certainly fit 
within this description, and the examiner specifically noted this in 
his initial decision. To these consumers, the obligation to pay nearly 
$400 over a long period of time, regardless of the usefulness of the 
courses or their satisfaction with the instruction provided by re
spondents, must have been a very important undertaking. 

In our judgment, a commercial enterprise has certain very definite 
minimum obligations in handfo1g these kinds of transactions under· 
circumstances in which the layman involved typically has no notion 
of his need for a lawyer and, in fact, nothing in the situation leads 
hin1: to the belief that a lawyer would provide any benefit. Respond
ents had a duty to insure that the legal obligatjon being undertaken 
by their students in executing the enrollment contract be precisely 
and clearly stated in simple affirmative terms. They further had a 
duty to insure that the nature and significance of these legal obliga
tions and, most importantly, the consequences to them of default, 
would be clearly understood by these prospective students. To allow 
respondents to hide behind the ambiguity and legalistic phrasing of 
their contracts in this situation would be to eviscerate the well-est.ab-

https://well-est.ab
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lished principle that Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
serves to protect the credulous as well as the sophisticated.18 

"\Ve agree with the examiner's findings and conclusions with re
spect to the unfairness and deceptiveness of these contract provi
sions. However, the order provisions entered by the examiner to 
eliri1inate these practices is unnecessarily vague. Therefore, we have 
modified the examiner's order, in a manner entirely consistent with 
the record evidence in this case, in order to define with greater speci
ficity the parameters of respondents' permissible future conduct both 
to insure that these unlawful practices are not repeated and to in
sure the provisions of this order are not circumvented. 

III 

Respondents' Miscellaneous Appeal Points 

I. Lack of Public Interest 

Respondents argue that the proceeding is not in the public interest 
because "Respondents' school has no more than seventy-five students 
in attendance as of the date of this brief," and that the matter 
would have been handled adequately by the Better Business Bureau 
(Hes. App. Br. at 30). 

The record makes clear that respondents' violations of Section 5 
were systematic and widespread. The avera-ge a.monJ1t of each of the 
contracts involved was between three and four hundred dollars. 
Clearly, any deceptions or unfairness in soliciting students to assume 
such obligations had the capacity to impose serious adverse impact 
upon those deceived, many of whom were low-skilled workers trying 
to improve their lot. Additionally, CX 111 A shows that the corpo
rate respondent had total receipts of $39,622.22 in 1965, $54,300.73 in 
1966 and $7,170.59 through February 14, 1967. 

"\Ve conclude that deceptions as substantial as those revealed in 
this record are of serious public concern, and tha.t an order in the 
instant case is imperative to make certain that these deceptive and 
unfair practices do not continue in the future. 

2. Bias of the H ea-ring E waminer 

The respondents. asserted at oral argument, and suggested at sev
eral places in their appeal brief, that the hearing examiner was 
biased and, in particular, aided complaint counsel while giving re
spondents short shrift. A reading .of the entire transcript reveals 

18 FTO v. Standard Education Society; 86 F. 2d 692, 2 S.&D. 366 ·(1936). 
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that, in £act, the examiner was an active participant in the question
ing of witnesses. However, it is also obvious that there is nothing· 
prejudicial in the mere fact of such active participation, particularly 
in a case in which one of the parties is a layman appearing Jj1'0 se. 
Moreover, in the instant case the record makes it quite clear that the, 
examiner's participation ,vas performed in an impartial manner de
signed to move the case along and to make certain that respondents'· 
inexperience in handling their own case would not, in fact, prejudice 
them in any way or unduly protract the hearing. Thus, we find this. 
argument unmeritorious. 

3. hnproper Oonduct by O 01nplaint O oiinsel 

Respondents argue that complaint counsel used devious and uneth
ical means to conspire ,vith competitors and "frame" the respondents 
(Res. App. Br. at 27-28). ·while respondents made several specific 
assertions regarding complaint counsel's allegedly improper conduct, 
nothing exists in the record which in any sense supports these con-
tent.ions. Th.foreover, it is significant that respondents made no effort 
to document the claim that complaint counsel pressured witnesses to, 
give false testimony by calling the people in question as their o,v11: 
witnesses or addressjng any questions to them to support the allega
tions. ,ve conclude that these assertions by respondents are totally 
without any basis of support in the record and must berejected. 

4. Due Process and tlie Discontinitance Defense 

The examiner found that many of the representations for which 
respondents asserted a discontinuance defense were used after the is
suance of the complaint, and cited substantial record support for 
these findings (Fndg. 7). Respondents do not directly challenge 
these findings, but rather take issue ,vith the statement in the initial 
decision that "No affirmative evidence was offered by respondents to 
establish when the use of the statements in question were discontin
ued" (/cl.). Respondents make what appears to be a due process 
claim in the following terms : 

This is surely a s1anted and biased statement by the· Examiner as Respornknt 
was not asked for proof of discontinuance nor were the mechanics of discon
tinuance evidence outlined to him. [Res. Apl). Br. at l.] 

It is clear from the context of the finding that the examiner was. 
simply pointing out that there was ample evidence of post-complaint 
use of the representations in question, but nothing to indicate dis
continuance beyond respondents' mere assertion. Beyond this, it is. 
clear that the passage quoted above is simply not accurate; the ex-
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aminer did explain the discontinuance defense to respondents at 
some length (Tr. 19-20). And, it is not merely a familiar proposi
tion of law but also a self-evident common sense proposition that a 
party possessing evidence relevant to a matter that he is claiming as 
a defense can be expected to try to get it before the decision maker. 
Respondent did not do this. 

The examiner made this point abundantly clear to respondents 
during prehearing ,vhen he told respondent, "It's up to you if you 
want to show that [a particular representation] ,Yas discontinued at 
some time and it is no longer in use, but the1·e is no obligation on 
tlwfr [c01nplaint counsel's] part to show that the state of facts con
tiniws down to the present nwment" (Tr. 61; emphasis added). The 
examiner also explained to him that, "If you claim that the situation 
has changed, then you are at liberty to show that, but a state of 
facts once shown to have existed is shown to have continued unless 
the contrary is shown. That's an ordinary legal assumption" (Tr. 
62). In light of these statements and others in the record, it is plain 
that respondents were fully informed as to what was involved in the
presentation of a discontinuance defense. 

IV 

The Order 

In accordance with our decision to vacate the examiner's findings. 
regarding respondents' use of testimonial letters and their represen
tations concerning the number of instructors employed by the Acad
emy, we have deleted subparagraphs 6 ·and 9 of the first ordering· 
paragraph of the order entered by the examiner. In accordance with 
our conclusions on the impact of the deceptions found to have in
hered in respondents enrollment practices and contracts, vrn have 
modified subparagraphs 11 and 12 of the first ordering paragraph 
and subparagraph (3) of the second ordering paragraph of the ex
aminer's order. 

In all other respects, we find the examiner's order necessary and. 
adequate to protect the. public, and respondents do not take excep
tion to its terms. Therefore, the order entered by the examiner, as. 
herein modified, is adopted as the Final Order of the Commission . 

.FINAL ORDER 

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon respond-
ents' appeal from the hearing examiner's intial decision, and upon. 
briefs and oral argument in support thereof and in opposition there-
to; and 
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The Commission, having rendered its decision determining that 
the initial decision issued by the examiner should be modified in ac
cordance with the views and for the reasons expressed in the accom

. parrying opinion and, as modified, adopted as the decision of the 
Commission: 

It is ordered, That Findings 19, 20 and 24 of the intial decision 
issued by the examiner be, and they hereby are, vacated ; 

It is further ordered, That the intial decision issued by the exam
iner be, and it hereby is, modified by striking therefrom the follow
ing citations: Finding 3, Tr. 514-517, 527-528; in Finding 4, Tr. 
512; in Finding 7, Tr. 514; in Finding 11, Tr. 528, 532; and. in 
Finding 18, Tr. 547, 519-523; 

It 1s furtlier ordered, That the order to cease and desist issued by 
the hearing examiner be, and it hereby is, modified by striking there
from subparagraphs 6 and 9 of the first ordering paragraph and by 
striking therefrom subparagraphs 11 and 12 of the first ordering 
paragraph, and substituting to read in full the following: 

11 (a) Failing to disclose orally or in writing or to otherwise 
i1iform prospective customers in a manner that is clearly under
stood by them that the terms and conditions of the contract or 
other instrument of indebtedness are not cancellable except in 
accordance with the cancellation provision included in this 
order, when it is respondents' business practice to offer con
tracts which may not be cancelled before completed. 

(b) Failing to disclose on all contracts or other instruments 
of indebtedness as described in paragraph (a) above, clearly and 
conspicuously above the space provided for the customer's signa
ture, the following notice : 

Notice 

You are signing a contract. You have 7 business days 
during which you may cancel this contract for any reason. 
To cancel, use the cancellation form provided with this con
tract, and mail it to the address on the form. I:f you do not 
cancel within this 7-day period, the contract will become 
final, you may be asked to pay the full amount of the con
tract price whether or not you complete the course. 

Nothing in this not.ice shall be construed to limit any of 
the customer's rights under any federal. law or the law of 
the state where the contract is made. 

(c) Failing to disclose orally and in writing or to otherwise 
inform the prospective customers in a manner that is clearly un,-
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derstood by them, when it is respondents' regular business prac
tice to permit cancellation of contracts with refunds before said 
contract is completed, the terms and conditions· of such policy, 
including the form of notice that the customer must give and 
the method or criteria used to determine the amount of money to 
be refunded or the amount -of the unpaid obligation to· be remit
ted. 

12(a) Using the caption heading "Enrollment for Private De
tective Training," ~'Enrollment Application," "Application for 
Admission" or any similar term or terms to name, caption, title 
or otherwise describe any document which is or may be treated 
as an installment contract or any other evidence of indebtedness. 

(b) Inducing or causing prospective customers to execute in
stallment contracts or any other instrument of indebtedness by 
falsely representing that such. contracts, or other instruments of 
indebtedness are non-binding enrollment agreements, or that 
such contracts or other instruments are cancellable at the discre
tion of the customers, or that such contracts or other instru
ments are cancellable in any manner other than the manner de
scribed in this order; or otherwise inducing or causing customers 
or prospective customers to execute installment contracts or other 
instn1ments by misrepresenting the true nature and effect of the 
instrument; 

the order to cease and desist issued by the hearing examiner be, and 
it hereby is, modified by the addition of the following sentence to 
subparagraph (3) of the second ordering paragraph to read in full: 

(3) Failing to provide a separate and clearly understandable 
form which the customer may use as notice of cancellation. This 
form must also state clearly the address to which said form 
must be mailed to make the cancellation operative. · 

It is fu,rthe'r O'rdered, That the respondent corporation shall forth
with distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divi
s10ns. 

It is further ordered, That respondents notify the Commission at 
least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respond
ent such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the emergence 
of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries 
or any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance 
obligations arising out of the order. 

· It is further ordered, That the respondents herein shall, within 
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the 
Commission a report, in writing, settii1g forth in detail the manner 
and form in which they have complied"withthis order. · 
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It is further ·01·dered, That the hearing examiner's intial decision 
and order to cease and desist, as above modified and as modified by 
the accompanying opinion, be, and they hereby are, adopted as the 
,decision and order of the Commission. 

IN THE :MATTER OF 

CURTIS PUBLISHING COJIPANY, ET AL. 

ORDER OF DISl\IISSAL, OPINION, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED 

VIOLATION OF TI-IE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 8800. Complaint, Oct. 13, 1969-:-Decision, June 30, 1911 

·Order of dismissal which modified the initial decision by striking its conclu
sions and summary statement and dismissecl the complaint which charged 
a Philadelphia, Pa., national magazine with failure to provide cash re
funds to subscribers for the uncompleted portions of their subscriptions 
when the magazine ceased publication. 

COl\IPLAIKT 

Pursuant to the provisions of. the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal 
'Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Curtis Publishing 
Company, The Saturday Evening Post Company and Perfect Film 
.and Chemical Corporation, corporations, hereinafter referred to as 
respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appear
ing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof 
vwuld be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating 
its charges in that respect as follows: 

P ARAGRAPI-I 1. Respondent Curtis Publishing Company is a corpo
ration organized, existing and doing_ business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with its principal 
place of business located at Independence Square, Philadelphia, 
·Pennsylvania. 

Respondent The Saturday Evening Post Company is a corpora
tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of 
·the ]a,vs of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of busi
·ness located at 1615 Northern Street, Manhasset, New York. 

Respondent Perfect Film and Chemical Corporation is a corpora
tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of 
·the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of busi
:ness located at 1615 Northern Street, Manhasset, New York. 




